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F inding the  Way Out

    “Because I am female, I am expected to aspire to marriage,” Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie asserts in her well-
known Ted-Talk, “We Should All Be Feminists.” Sandra Cisneros, a well-renowned author, strongly concurs with
the idea in her 1984 work, The House on Mango Street. The main character, Esperanza, explores her identity as
she comes of age through a series of forty-six short vignettes in which her surroundings gradually shape her
transformation. Like Adichie’s struggle, Esperanza strives to define her own femininity in an oppressive society to
maintain her own independence. Although the short stories appear to wander casually from subject to subject, it
disguises an artful journey of different themes of adolescence. Women like Sally, Nenny, and Alicia occupy the
central role of this novel. Their effects on Esperanza transform her from an innocent child to a mature and morally-
responsible young woman and artist.
    Sally, who has “eyes like Egypt,” is a sexually bold and beautiful girl (Cisneros 81). Her foil character compared
to Esperanza causes her admiration for Sally’s ability to attract boys and imagines her as a kindred spirit who
dreams about escaping the neighborhood. However, Sally’s sexual exploits soon make Esperanza uncomfortable, and
later end up putting her in danger. Esperanza repeats in a fast-flowing manner: “Why didn’t you hear me when I
called? Why didn’t you tell them to leave me alone?” (100). Her vulnerability and desperation, apparent in the
repetition, allow her to realize the physical power of men over women and her deceptive vision of the world and
Sally. Sally finds comfort in sex mainly due to her troubled home life. As the victim of constant physical abuse from
her father, her promiscuous behavior can be attributed to her emotional neediness and sexual insecurity. In the end,
Sally “got married like we knew she would, young and not ready but married just the same” (101). Through her
experiences with Sally, Esperanza’s moral sense develops from an intense individualism to a feeling of responsibility
toward other women, while Sally becomes a pitiable figure that will remain on Mango Street. 
    Nenny, “who comes right after.. is [Esperanza’s] responsibility” (8). She is Esperanza’s pesky little sister, whose
independent character often embarrasses or annoys Esperanza. She acts as a “red balloon” that ties her to an anchor
(9). The metaphor symbolizes her isolation and anticipation of something life-changing. However, their fundamental
similarities, such as their laughter resembling “a pile of dishes breaking”, reveal how close their bond is in spite of
their differences (17). They are both dreamers, but Esperanza imagines escaping the barrio, while Nenny enlarges
her world by turning the outside world into the barrio. Her imaginative side shows through when she assigns the
clouds silly names, like “little Joey, Marco, Nereida, and Sue” (36). While jumping rope with Nenny, she just
repeats childhood rhymes, reflecting Esperanza’s sexual awakening in contrast to innocent childhood in Nenny. Her
attention towards Nenny seems to recede from view as Esperanza pursues life beyond Mango Street.  
    The character that has the most positive influence on Esperanza is her neighbor, Alicia. The daughter of a
traditional widowed Latino father and deceased mother, her expectations to fulfill the role of her mother’s duties
weigh upon her. Her ambitious character pushes her to study so she doesn’t have to “spend her whole life in a
factory or behind a rolling pin” (32). The hyperbole of a “rolling pin” represents domesticity and traditional femininity
which serves as a gate to her happiness in life. Her situation, very similar to Esperanza’s, emphasizes the difficulty of
escaping the patriarchal traditions of the male-dominated society of Mango Street and achieving independence.
Alicia does in the end, attend college to rise above her poverty-stricken situation. She serves as a role model to
Esperanza and empowers her to concentrate on her own passions, like writing. Rather than relying on men,
Esperanza chooses autonomy over sexuality for the best means of escape. Her writing helps her to find privacy
within herself, although she has not found a home of her own yet. 
    Esperanza realizes, with Alicia’s help, that Mango Street is her home, “like it or not” (107). The idea of home is a
prominent theme throughout the novel, because it is a part of her that will always accompany the pursuit of her
dreams and offer a sense of belonging and comfort. Important to her sense of development and identity against a
backdrop of poverty and racism is the tension that exists between her attachment to her heritage and her desire to go



beyond the limits of the neighborhood. However, her successful story to forge her own mature, stable identity, serves
as an inspiration to young Latino girls, and immigrants in general, to overcome their individual struggles and celebrate
their origins. It is a coming of age tale about a young adolescent girl who escapes her bitter fate with the help of
other women, and a woman who may eventually go back to Mango Street for the other ones “left behind... who
cannot out” (110). 
 


